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5TH FINAL SEMINAR IN ALTEA
International Seminar in Altea had as
main aims:
1º Providing the experiences of each
partner to prepare the final report:
impact.
2º
Sharing
experiences
of
dissemination of each partner and
analysing the impact of the Project.
3º Checking final results
4º Undertaking commitments on the
dissemination and sustainability of
results.
During the seminar we tried to analyse
the goals we have achieved with the
project. Responding to the question
How the project has contributed to
develop a culture of prevention and
how we can measure it? Some
valuable contributions were made:
1) It has been an occasion for
visualising the problem of violence in
every one of our institutions and in the
networks of national partners with
which each partner works.
2) In the training sessions we have
learned how to listen the educators
and their concerns.

3). Partners have learned from each
other.
Therefore, the final product is very rich
in contents and is a valuable
contribution for the further training of
professionals. Training cards can be
used in different contexts and can be
used independently to achieve
efficient results. For almost all the
partners had meant an added value to
their daily work.
Another key issue discussed in the
seminar was the dissemination
strategies to be followed to develop
the local seminars for dissemination.
In the previous meeting in Estonia we
had agreed that during the holding of
this final seminar one of the days
would be devoted to attend to the
TRAPREVI dissemination seminar
prepared by Altea España in the
University of Alicante . But for reasons
of space availability it had to be
delayed to 15th September
We also analysed the website of the
project www.traprevi.com, its positive
points and its failures. It was decided
redesign the site to give more visibility
to the training modules and othes

results, keeping other sections that
have been useful for the work during
the two years of the project but which
were more irrelevant for the future.
Thas why from this seminar on we
present a new design of the website
focused on the results of the project.
Finally, we closed the seminar and said
goodbye to the partners with the good
taste of a well-done work and a
Project, OUR PROJECT, as we called it
from the beginning, full of work but
also full of good know-how and
professional and personal satisfaction.
CONCLUSION: On September 2015
took place the last international
meeting. The project ends here but
we want to lay the foundations to
make sure that our TRAPREVI will
continue offering tools to the
professionals working with young
people.
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